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Abstract. In this article a double-barrier resonant tunnelling diode (DBRTD) has been modelled by taking advantage of single-layer hexagonal lattice of graphene and hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN). The DBRTD performance
and operation are explored by means of a self-consistent solution inside the non-equilibrium Green’s function formalism on an effective mass-Hamiltonian. Both p- and n-type DBRTDs exhibit a negative differential resistance
effect, which entails the resonant tunnelling through the hole and electron bound states in the graphene quantum
well, respectively. The peak-to-valley ratio of approximately 8 (3) for p-type (n-type) DBRTD with quantum well of
5.1 nm (4.3 nm) at a barrier width of 1.3 nm was achieved for zero bandgap graphene at room temperature.
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1. Introduction
Low-dimensional nanomaterials, such as monolayer graphene
and hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN), have the same twodimensional (2D) honeycomb lattice but drastically different
electronic properties: graphene is a gapless semi-metal, while
h-BN is a semiconductor with a large bandgap (insulator)
[1]. Moreover, h-BN has an atomically smooth surface with
lattice constant just 1.8% greater than graphene. Graphene
supported on insulating substrates such as SiC, SiO2 and
high-κ insulators [2] has reduced electron or hole mobility,
which is generally attributed to surface optical phonons,
surface roughness and charge surface states. On the other
hand, graphene placed on h-BN substrate has shown higher
mobility up to 1.25 × 105 cm2 Vs−1 at room temperature
[3], which is more than on any other substrate reported so far
[4–6]. This higher mobility is attributed to the fact that the surface
of h-BN is free from dangling bonds, atomically flat, relatively chemically inert, with a low density of charged impurities [4]. Because of the above-stated benefits, h-BN has
become a very good material to attain the ballistic transport
domain in graphene nanoscale devices at room temperature.
This study is inspired from the recent experiment on direct
chemical conversion of certain portions of graphene sheet
into uniform boron nitride stripes (as barriers) without disturbing the structural arrangement of the graphene template
in the direction of scalable synthesis of single-layer thin 2D
integrated circuits [7,8]. In addition, this was also inspired from
doping of graphene with different species [9]. Hybrid structures containing a mixture of carbon and h-BN nanodomains
were of great interest for device engineers to fabricate different devices [7,8]. In particular, Lijie et al [8] synthesized
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2D single layers containing large BN regions in graphene by
thermal catalysis-assisted chemical vapour deposition technique. Another important progress towards graphene device
fabrication is doping graphene using substitutional acceptors (boron) or donors (nitrogen) [9], hydrogen silsesquoxane
films on graphene [10], polyethylene imine and diazonium
salts [11], or other different techniques reviewed in ref. [12].
Owing to fast development in nanotechnology, we can expect
that these types of nanostructures can be well fabricated on
the atomic scale very soon. Therefore, the experiments stated
above are specifically important for device applications of
graphene, as they furnish a new path to engineer and induce
the bandgap in graphene [13]. These experiments recently
triggered studies on the electronic and transport properties of
various h-BN and graphene heterostructures [14–19].
Recently, various types of resonant tunnelling diodes
(RTDs) based on graphene have been proposed and explored
[20,21]. One such is the graphene nanoribbon (GNR) based
RTD. The operation of this type of devices is strongly dependent on the edge effects and the device shape [20]. The
other types of RTD studied are based on graphene, which
is epitaxially grown on SiC [21], which has a limitation of
substrate-induced mobility degradation.
In this article, we propose a novel RTD based on graphene–h-BN heterostructures, where the two barriers are
arranged by h-BN domains with a wide bandgap, as shown
in figure 1. Graphene-based materials are reported on BN
substrate in different stacking arrangements. Although the
Bernal-stacked graphene on BN substrate induces some bandgap in graphene [22–24], which is useful for device applications, we will show later that the substrate-induced
energy bandgap in graphene is not mandatory for doublebarrier resonant tunnelling diode (DBRTD) to operate
properly.
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Figure 1. Simulated graphene RTD with two h-BN barriers. Here the graphene layer is
supported on h-BN substrate. The dotted rectangle shows the magnified atomic structure of
graphene contact/h-BN barrier/graphene quantum well.

2. Materials and methodology
ATLAS device simulator of SILVACO TCAD [25] is used
for numerical calculation. Conceptually the DBRTD model is
divided into three regions: the emitter region, central double
barrier region and collector region. The emitter and collector
regions are treated as in quasi-equilibrium, while the central
region is considered as in non-equilibrium. Injection into the
central region occurs from emitter quasi-bound states. Ballistic transport is assumed along Y -direction and no transport
is allowed along X-axis. Also no inelastic phonon scattering
is assumed. A single band effective mass is considered for
calculation. The valence and conduction bands are treated
parabolic and isotropic in the perpendicular plane. The current and carrier densities are integrated analytically over
the k-space. Non-equilibrium carrier distribution in the RTD
is consistently computed with the width, energy and occupancy of its scattering states using non-equilibrium Green’s
function (NEGF) formalism. The NEGF equations solved

self-consistently with Poisson equation within an effective
mass Hamiltonian model. The 2D device an effective-mass
Hamiltonian H0 [25] is given as follows:
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(1)
where mvx,y = effective mass in x, y direction in valley v,
h = Plank’s constant.
A nonlinear-Schrödinger equation also known as Quantum
Transmitting Boundary Method (QTBM) is first solved in
each 1D slice of the RTD to determine wavefunctions and
Eigen energies and then for the creation of the energy grid
[26,27]. In QTBM, the end contacts open boundary conditions are taken into the Hamiltonian, hence making the Eigen
problem nonlinear and non-Hermitian. The resonant peak
position and width are important in RTDs. These are predicted with the help of real and imaginary parts of the Eigen
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Table 1.

Material parameters of graphene and h-BN.

Materials

Graphene

h-BN

Ref (graphene,
h-BN)

0
4.24
4.22
0

3.9
1.11
4.2
0.26

[19,33]
[19]
[34,35]
[36,37]

0
1013

0.47
2.1 × 1019

[36,37]
[37,38]

1013

2.1 ×

[37,38]

Energy gap (eV)
Electron affinity (eV)
Permittivity
Effective mass of
electrons (me )
Effective mass of holes (mh )
Effective density of states
in conduction band (cm−3 )
Effective density of states
in valence bond (cm−3 )

1019

3. Results and discussion
The results of both n- and p-type DBRTDs are discussed in
the following subsections.

energies. These Eigen energies also help us to place enough
number of grid points in critical regions.
Then, equations (2) and (3), the quantum transport
(NEGF) equations, of carriers is solved.
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Here,
are retarded self-energies of emitter and collector
<
semi-infinite contacts. E is an electron (or hole) energy. E,C
are less-than self-energies of contacts. The solution of the
above equations are a retarded Green’s function GR (E)and
a less-than Green’s function G< (E), whose diagonal
elements have a meaning of local density of states and carrier density as a function of energy, respectively. Here GA (E)
is the advanced Green’s function and GA (E) = (GR (E))† ,
† expression indicates complex conjugate of transpose of
matrix (GR (E)).
Equations (2) and (3) are solved on a non-uniform energy
grid. Carrier density and current density are computed by
integrating Green’s function on 2D transverse k-space analytically. The various parameters in m-th sub-band are estimated
as follows [25]:
Transmission coefficient:
R
,
Tm = tr GR L GA R , L,R = 2m E,C

(4)

where L,R indicates (matrix) energy broadening in eV for
left and right electrodes, respectively.
Density of states:
DOSm (E, xi ) = 2m GRmmii (E) .

(5)

Electron density per energy:
Nm (E, xi ) = m G<
mmii (E) .

(6)

Current density per energy:
Jm (E, xi ) =

The total current density through the 2D device is computed
by integrating current densities over all 1D slices.
In this article we are reporting DBRTD using graphene and
h-BN heterostructures on h-BN substrate. Here, graphene
is used for emitter, collector and well, and h-BN domains
are used for tunnel barriers. The important material parameters used for simulation are extracted from various experiments and ab initio calculations published recently on h-BN
and graphene are listed in table 1.

2e
e hmmi+1i G<
mmii+1 (E) .
h

(7)

3.1 Graphene/h-BN RTD with n-type doped access regions
The simulated DBRTD is having emitter and collector
regions as access regions with 20 nm long. The emitter and
collector regions are having doping of 5 × 1012 cm−2 with
n-type dopant. Doped graphene can be realized using the
methods specified in refs [9–12]. The barriers have dimensions of 1.3 nm each with no doping. The central well has a
width of 4.3 nm with intrinsic doping.
At 0.5 V applied bias, the edge (or potential) profile of
conduction band of DBRTD is shown in figure 2. The Eigen
energies related to the lowest Eigen states are shown as horizontal lines for emitter (black) and quantum well region (red)
respectively. At small applied biases, the energy of well state
(red) (i.e., resonant energy) is at higher level than the energy
of emitter states.
The resonant state (red-wave function 2) corresponding to
resonant energy (as displayed in figure 2), which is in between
double barrier structure (i.e., in well region), is precisely
localized with almost no leakage, as shown in figure 3.
This figure, actually represents the square of absolute value
of quasi-bound state for emitter (wavefunction 1) and well
regions (wavefunction 2), respectively. The emitter quasibound state (black, wavefunction 1) indicates significant
leakage into the emitter region even though it is localized in
front of the emitter side barrier.
The resonant energy is the Eigen energy at which electrons tunnel through the barrier–well–barrier structure. At
resonant energy, whose value is 0.01 eV, there is a sharp
peak on the spectra of current density and transmission probability as shown in figure 4. It is evident from the results
displayed in figure 2 (horizontal line with red-open circle)
that a low-energy transmission peak (resonance) exists at
energy 0.01 eV. The applied positive bias (or its corresponding electric field) is responsible to pull down the potential well (or quantum well) below zero potential energy
and correspondingly resonant energy shifted close to 0.01
eV. At incident energy 0.01 eV, there is a unity peak in
transmission coefficient (Y -axis of figure 4 is shown in log
scale) that comes out above the smoothly varying electron transmission background. The reduction in transmission
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coefficient beyond 0.01 eV is due to reduction (towards zero)
of velocity of an incident electron from the emitter (left side)
in the region before the first h-BN potential barrier. This
causes large velocity mismatch, which in turn gives rise to
low transmission and large reflection. However, the slight
increase in overall transmission at high energy is due to
increase in background transmission. Since current is proportional to transmission coefficient, the sharp (resonant)
peak in current density occurs exactly at same energy as
transmission coefficient. Hence, there is a sharp peak in

current density at 0.01 eV. Therefore, the current density per
energy beyond 0.01 eV tends to zero, as shown in figure 4.
The total current will be the integration of overall current
density spectrum at different energies, out of which the main
element of contribution is from the resonant peak observed
at 0.01 eV.
In figure 5, the sharp resonant peak (green) is due to strong
confinement of well-defined bound states, while the spread of
emitter DOS (red) is the indication of leakage of quasi-bound
states into emitter region. By integrating local DOS over the

Figure 2. The Eigen energies in the emitter (horizontal line with black
solid square) and in the well (horizontal line with red open circle) together
with edge profile of conduction band (blue line and open circle) of DBRTD
along the transport direction is shown at 0.5 V applied bias.

Figure 3. Localized resonant state (red line with solid circle) and
emitter-quasi bound state (black line with solid square) in well region
and emitter region, respectively, at Vbias = 0.5 V.
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energy range, the total carrier density will be obtained. The
proper resolution of the resonant peaks in the local DOS as
a function of energy will in turn help to treat electrostatics
properly.
In addition, as shown in figure 6, it is observed that when
the bias voltage is increased from 0 to 0.5 V the electron density in quantum well increases and further increase

in bias voltage from 0.5 to 0.54 V resulted in the reduction of electron density, which is attributed to the resonant
tunnelling. The electrical behaviour of DBRTD is explored
in terms of transmission spectrum, DOS and electron density
in quantum well as shown in figures 4, 5 and 6, respectively.
Figure 7 (black) shows an increase in total current density
due to background transmission and resonance in quantum

Figure 4. Current density (green line with open circle) and transmission (red line with
solid circle) spectra at applied bias of 0.5 V.

Figure 5. Local density of states (DOS) as a function of energy in the well (green line
with solid circle) and emitter (red line with solid square) regions.
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Figure 6. Electron density profile at biases of 0, 0.5 and 0.54 V.

well, as explained in figures 4 and 6 from 0 to 0.5 V. A sudden
decrease in total current density at 0.54 V (at valley point)
is due to non-availability of states in emitter region just in
front of the first barrier as explained below: Figure 2 highlights the large h-BN barriers (approximately 3.0 eV). This
gives rise to the quantization of carrier states in the quantum well (figure 3 (red)), which generates strong resonant
peak in the transmission (figure 4) and DOS (figure 5) at
0.01 eV, respectively. The outcome of the strong resonant
tunnelling, figure 7, shows a strong negative differential
resistance (NDR) for pristine graphene (EG = 0 meV). When
finite energy gap of 100 meV is induced in graphene through
h-BN substrate, peak to valley current ratio (PVR) increased
even though both peak and valley currents are reduced, as
shown in figure 7 (red line with triangle).
In conventional RTDs, the resonant current at finite bias is
zero because of the occurrence of resonant level in front of
the bandgap of the emitter region. This situation is not valid
for the case of pristine graphene. The shown NDR behaviour
is interpreted as below. In spite of zero bandgap of graphene
at Dirac point corresponding to ky ≡ Ky = 1.209 acc , a finite
energy gap Ê(ky ) = 2t|1 − 2 cos(0.866 acc ky ) still appears
for other momenta ky = Ky [28], where t = 2.5 eV and acc
is the carbon to carbon bond length.
√
For example, for ky = Ky + 0.025/acc 3, Êg (ky ) is
approximately 0.12 eV, which is the energy gap responsible for switching-off resonant current at valley point at high
bias. The valley region of the I –V characteristic is narrower
than conventional RTDs, this is due to band to band tunnelling through small bandgap of graphene, as explained
above [29]. In graphene when finite bandgap is introduced

[22–24,30,31], it is found that peak-to-valley current ratio
(PVR) increases; while there is reduction in both the valley
and the peak currents. The PVR reaches approximately 3
for EG = 0 and 6.4 for EG = 100 meV, respectively. Our
study shows that the PVR values obtained are higher than
the reported best PVR values for conventional semiconductor
devices [10] as well as graphene RTDs [20,21].
Figure 8 illustrates the I –V characteristics by taking into
consideration the effect of quantum well width QW on the
RTD operation. The results indicate that with increase in the
well width QW the current valleys shifts towards the low
bias and slowly weakens the NDR effect. The possible reason
for this particular effect is due to the influence of number of
energy levels in the quantum well and the available spacing
between them. The complex I–V curve with a low PVR is the
result of multi-level contribution due to large QW (5.1 nm).
3.2 Graphene/h-BN RTD with p-type doped access regions
In this section, we focus on graphene DBRTD using hBN barriers with p-type doping. The width and separation
distance of h-BN used are 1.3 and 5.1 nm, respectively. The
20 nm wide emitter and collector are doped with p-type with
a concentration of 5 × 1012 cm−2 . For holes a single band
model is considered. The hole effective masses were taken
as mh (graphene) = 0, and mh (hBN) = 0.47. The other relevant parameters used in the simulation are mentioned in
table 1.
Figure 9 shows valence band profile at −0.12 V. Compared with other Eigen energy, the resonant energy in the
well (solid red circle) is much higher than the energy of the
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Figure 7. I –V characteristics of DBRTD with n-type doping for energy gaps
EG = 0 and 100 meV.

Figure 8. I –V characteristics for different well widths (QW).

other state at low voltage. Figure 10 shows the corresponding
probability functions of resonant states, which clearly indicates negligible leakage of states outside of the barrier due
to high localization (red) in the well. For other quasi-bound
states although the nature of the localized state is same, the
magnitude is significantly small.

Figure 11 shows a sharp narrow peak for hole current density and transmission spectra at the resonant energy. It is
understood from the results displayed in figure 9 (horizontal
line with red solid circle) that a low-energy transmission peak
(resonance) exists at energy −0.023 eV. The applied negative bias is responsible to pull up the quantum well above
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Figure 9. The Eigen energies in the emitter (horizontal line with black solid square)
and in the well (horizontal line with red solid circle) together with edge profile of
valence band (blue line with open circle) of DBRTD along the transport direction is
shown at −0.12 V applied bias.

Figure 10. Wavefunctions corresponding to Eigen energies shown in figure 9.

zero potential energy and correspondingly resonant energy
shifted close to −0.023 eV. At incident energy −0.023 eV,
there is a unity peak in hole transmission coefficient (Y -axis
of figure 11 is shown in log scale) that comes out below the
smoothly varying hole transmission background similar to
electrons in figure 4. The reduction in transmission coefficient beyond −0.023 eV is due to reduction (towards zero)

of velocity of an incident hole from the emitter (left side)
in the region before the first h-BN potential barrier. This
causes large velocity mismatch, which in turn gives rise to
low transmission and large reflection. However, the slight
increase in overall transmission at high energy is due to
increase in the background hole transmission. Since current is
proportional to transmission coefficient, the sharp (resonant)
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peak in current density occurs exactly at same energy as the
transmission coefficient. Hence, there is a sharp peak in current density at −0.023 eV. Therefore, the current density per
energy beyond −0.023 eV tends to be zero, as shown in
figure 9.
In addition, as shown in figure 12 for QW = 5.1 nm,
when the bias voltage is increased from 0 to −0.12 V the
hole density in quantum well increases and further increase

in bias voltage from −0.12 to −0.13 V resulted in the reduction in hole density, which is attributed to the hole resonant
tunnelling similar to electron resonant tunnelling (figure 7).
An increase in total current density (figure 12) from 0 to
−0.12 V is due to background transmission and resonance in
quantum well. A sudden decrease in total current density
at −0.13 V (at valley point) is due to the non-availability
of states in emitter region just in front of first barrier. The

Figure 11. Current density (green line with solid circle) and transmission (red line
with triangle) spectra observed for −0.12 V bias voltage.

Figure 12. I –V characteristics for different well widths (QW).
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outcome of the strong resonance and as a consequence of
the tight confinement of hole resonant states in the quantum well, figure 12 shows a pronounced NDR behaviour
in electrical characteristics of p-type device even for pristine graphene (EG = 0 meV). Here, we observed a PVR
of 3.40, 7.06 and 7.83 for well widths 3.9, 4.3 and 5.1 nm,
respectively.
We observed that, in addition to the increase in the width
of the barrier due to the large bandgap of h-BN, there is
a strong reduction in the total device current. Therefore, a
barrier thickness of less than 2 nm is desirable to obtain the
proper resonant effects.
3.3 Effect of non-ideal behaviour of h-BN edges
All the results demonstrated so far are for RTDs with ideal
edge behaviour between h-BN and graphene regions. It is
an experimentally challenging task to maintain precise edge
between h-BN and graphene interface as there is possibility
of edge-related disorder, which altogether can affect transport parameters. In our device the rough edges between
h-BN and graphene are perpendicular to the transport direction, which is not the case for disorder GNRs [32] where the
direction of the rough edges is parallel. Owing to the existence of the edge disorder of h-BN along the OX direction
makes the width of graphene quantum well and barrier of hBN non-uniform. This edge disorder may change the position of bound levels in the quantum well and also affect the
device geometry.
4. Conclusions
In summary, a graphene RTD with h-BN as double barrier material supported on h-BN substrate is explored by
means of Poisson and NEGF equations within the effective mass Hamiltonian model. The resonant tunnelling and
the resulting NDR behaviour for both n- and p-type RTDs
were observed. The effect of device parameters such as the
barrier width and the quantum well width on the I −V characteristics was analysed. The PVR of approximately 3 for
gapless and higher than 7 for finite gap (due to Bernal stacking of graphene on h-BN) are achieved at room temperature for n-type RTD. These results suggest that the bandgap
engineering of h-BN and graphene opens a new way for
high-performance electronic devices for post-silicon era with
the following predictions: (1) The smaller lengths of quantum wells of graphene/h-BN DBRTDs enable the prospect
of very-fast transit times of tunnelling carriers compared to
its conventional counter parts with tens of nanometres wide.
This feature, combined with NDR form of device characteristics, has potential for applications in high-frequency oscillators. (2) The p-type DBRTDs will show large resonant
tunnelling and higher PVR compared to n-type DBRTDs for
the same device dimensions, which is due to smaller h-BN barrier heights of p-type devices than n-type devices. Moreover,
the p-type devices can be operated at low bias conditions than

n-type devices. (3) Although the Bernal-stacked graphene on
BN substrate induces some bandgap in graphene, which is
useful for device applications, the substrate-induced energy
bandgap in graphene is not mandatory for DBRTD to operate properly. (4) Owing to large bandgap of h-BN, a barrier
thickness of less than 1.5 nm is desirable to obtain the proper
resonant effects. Finally, the graphene and h-BN material
parameters used in this study will be helpful for commercial
device simulators to design new nanoscale devices.
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